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The Good News in October 2006



… and the bad press a year later



Interest rates quoted in Business Week

• Compartamos (leading MFI):  105%

• Banco Azteca (consumer finance): 90%

• Wal-Mart (corporation):   86%

• Question: Which of these do you consider MFIs?

– Does the public distinguish them?

– Does the government distinguish them?

– Do clients distinguish them?

– Even Business Week really didn’t distinguish them



• We have “moved microfinance into the 
marketplace”

• We practice transparency on financial
performance 

• However, transparency on pricing is uncommon

• Non-transparent pricing creates a major market 
imperfection, impeding competition and 
consumer choice

Transparency and Commercialization



• The poor have always had access to 
credit… for a price!

• Microfinance was born to provide a low-
cost alternative to the moneylenders

• Ironically, we have unintentionally 
created a confusing environment where 
nobody knows the true price of 
microcredit products

The Poor and Credit



Financial Services for the Poor
3000 years on one slide

Moneylenders
From 1000 BC - Present

“Credit Usury”
NGO “projects”
1970’s – 1980’s
Credit-and-training
Very low interest Double-Bottom Line MFIs

1990’s- 2000’s
Sustainable
Credit-led
Moderate interest
Double-bottom line

Single-bottom Line
The future?
Maximize interest
Maximize profit

Some businesses are now blurring the lines 

between microfinance and money lending



1. Interest rates vary significantly relative to loan     
size, making transparency difficult

2. We operate in an industry where non-transparent 
pricing is common

3. Non-transparent pricing creates a serious market 
imperfection, generating the potential for high 
profits from lending to the poor

4. Pricing transparency is essential to well-functioning 
markets, promoting efficiency, healthy competition, 
and better prices for millions of poor people

Four Key Points on Pricing Transparency
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Costs are relatively flat relative to loan size.  It costs 
nearly as much to make a $100 loan as a $1000 loan.



Income is generated as a percentage of 
the loan amount and therefore highly 
correlated to loan size.



For a given interest rate, there is a point where income from a single loan 
will be equal to the costs of that loan.  This is the “breakeven point”.



Loans larger than this 
amount will generate 
profit. 



Loans lower will generate 
financial loss.



If an institution wants to deliver smaller loans at the 
same interest rate, they will lose money.  What must 
they do if they want to make these smaller loans 
financially sustainable?



They need to raise the interest 
rate, say from 30% to 40%.



As the loan size decreases, the 
interest rate must continue to 
increase in order to have a 
viable loan product..



Higher costs for smaller loan amounts require significantly 

higher interest rates for sustainability

We can create a graph correlating loan size to 
financial sustainable interest rates and it forms a 
distinct curve.

(Note that figures and interest rates in this curve 
serve only as examples and are not figures specific 
to the microfinance industry.)



Comparing “theory” with actual data

• The following graphs analyze data from over 

600 MFIs around the world

– All data comes from The MIX

– The first set of  graphs display operating cost 

ratios relative to loan size

– Later graphs then show the yield on portfolio 

relative to loan size



Higher costs for smaller loan amounts require significantly 

higher interest rates for sustainability

Operating Costs vs. Loan Size

Pricing is highly correlated to operating costs, 
so we should expect to see the operating cost 
ratio follow a very similar curve as this interest 
rate curve.



The data without loan size correlation

Operating Cost Ratio

There appears to be no concentration of 
operating cost ratio.  The percentages range 
from 5% to over 100%



Global data doesn’t show much correlation.  
The curve generated does not match the 
theoretical curve.  But there are dramatic 
macroeconomic differences among all the 
countries represented on this graph.



Filtering to show data for countries in East Asia 
and the Pacific shows information much more 
closely matching our theoretical curve.

But still, there are many differences between 
the countries represented.



Now showing data for just one contry, the 
Philippines, we find a curve very close to our 
theoretical curve.  And notice the Operating 
Cost Ratio range.



Common industry benchmark of 15-20% 
OpCost Ratio is appropriate for larger loans



But smaller loans generate an Op Cost 
Ratio well in excess of 20%



Pricing for Different Products

Component $100 Loan $1000 Loan

Financial Costs 10% 10%

Loan Loss 2% 2%

Operating Costs 50% 15%

Profit 10% 10%

Total Price 72% 37%



Now we look at graphs of Portfolio Yield 
and see that the shape of the graph very 
closely follows that of the Operating Cost 

Ratio.
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Loan Product Loan 
Amount

Total Cost Length of 
Loan

Loan Option A $1,000 $131 16 weeks

Loan Option B $511 $425 12 months

Loan Option C $360 $425 12 months

Which loan looks less expensive?

The standard way to compare cost of  loan options is by 

calculating the APR (Annual Percentage Rate).

We will now see how to calculate APRs.



Example of  Loan Pricing

• Interest rate of 3% per month

• Small closing fee of 2%

• Savings account with 15% of loan

• We pay you 5% interest on your savings

What do you think the APR of this loan is?
(we will calculate APR without compounding, i.e, using the US 

formula, not the EU formula)



Declining Balance interest reflects the textbook definition of interest as a charge for the 
use of money over time.  APR is equivalent to declining balance interest with no fees.



With “Flat” interest, interest is charged on the original loan amount resulting in nearly 
double the cost of declining balance interest.  Why double?  The area of the rectangle 
under the green line is almost double the area under the red stair-step loan balance.



In addition, the client is often charged fees for the loan.  In this example, a 2% up-front fee, 
because of the short loan term, surprisingly adds 13% to the APR.  A loan advertised as 36% 
interest is now the equivalent of 78% APR.



Compulsory savings adds to the cost. Clients are charged interest on the original loan ($1000) 
even though they never have use of that amount.  In this example, the APR is now 107%.

The blue line shows money held in savings.

The red area shows money 
invested in business.



Clients are paid interest, but significantly less interest on their savings than they are charged on 
their loans. When earning 5% interest, the APR only drops from 107% to 105%.



In this example, the client pays a total cost of $131 for the $1,000 loan for 16 weeks.  If she were 
to renew the loan consistently for an entire year, she would pay a total of $425 for the year.



But, the client never had a $1,000.  She only received $850 because of the savings, and 
then she paid back a portion each week.  She paid $425 to have an average loan balance 
of $360 for a year, giving an ARP greater than 100%.

Average net loan balance is $360



And with compulsory savings there are some months in which the client actually has more 
money in savings than invested in her business, giving a negative net loan balance.  



Loan Product Initial Loan 
Amount

Total Cost Length of Loan APR

Loan Option A $1,000 $131 16 weeks 79%

Loan Option B $511 $425 12 months 79%

Loan Option C $360 $425 12 months 105%

Which loan looks less expensive?

The three products we were comparing are actually 
identical in financial terms.

Loan C includes cost of compulsory savings in the APR calculation.
Loans advertised as 3% per month can have APRs of 79% or even 105%



How do you easily explain why your MFI charges twice the APR of another MFI?

Why has microfinance practiced and tolerated 

such universal non-transparency?



Why has microfinance practiced and tolerated 

such universal non-transparency?

• There is no “single interest rate” for microfinance 

products

• MFIs have very different products and they need 

to be priced very differently

• Difficult to communicate and educate the public 

about these issues

• This is the major reason for non-transparent 

pricing in microfinance
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Analysis shows that some MFIs charge interest rates outside of  the normal range

Price differential leads 
to much higher profits



Analysis also shows a very wide 
range of prices (from 38% to 90%) 

within a similarly-sized loan product



» What the industry has done up to the present:

– Decades of  innovation and testing, resulting in dramatic success

– Strong efforts to raise a solid public image of  microfinance as a 

noble means to lift the poor out of  poverty

– Strong efforts to attract investor money into the industry

– Weak efforts in consumer protection policies and transparency

» What are the implications of  our actions?

» We have laid the groundwork attracting a new contingent of  actors 

to enter the industry, but we have neglected to build any 

serious checks-and-balances necessary to protect the poor

A Significant Industry Turning Point
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Why should the industry advocate 

pricing transparency?

• The answer should be obvious:  

Transparent pricing is the right thing to do!

The irony is that informed decisions and fair 

competition require a “market price”….

… and without transparent pricing there is no 
market price!



How can the industry advocate pricing 

transparency?

• The challenge is how to practice transparency in an 
environment where non-transparency is the norm…

It is very difficult to be the first or only MFI 
practicing transparent pricing!

• MFTransparency will create the proper “enabling 
environment”
• Enable industry-supported “truth-in-lending”

• Publish APR-equivalent interest rates all-at-once, 
country-by-country

• Educate the public on why interest rates vary by loan 
size



Who will monitor MFTransparency Info?

“MF Transparency aims at giving MFIs information to offer 

better value to customers. And it will give investors and others 
the information they need to put pressure on those 
institutions that may be charging unreasonably high fees or 
hiding the full cost of their services. We applaud the effort.”

Elizabeth Littlefield, CEO, CGAP

“MFIs will find the service of MFTransparency very helpful.  
Investors, donors, policy makers, researchers, and practitioners 
will immensely benefit from their service.” 

Muhammad Yunus, Managing Director, Grameen Bank



Homepage of mftransparency.org



MFTransparency Implementation Plan

• Continuing to expand our base of “endorsers”
• Expanding our funding base
• Hiring full-time staff to carry out implementation
• Data analysis plans and website designs are 

underway
• Continuing to develop educational materials
• Implement 8 “pilot countries” in next 6 months
• Will expand coverage to other countries over the 

following year



MFTransparency Endorser Statement

We started circulating our endorser statement in 
July.  The statement reads:

“I endorse the dual mission of MFTransparency to: 

– Facilitate the collection and dissemination of 
transparent microcredit product pricing information 

– Educate stakeholders and enhance their 
understanding of microcredit product pricing. 

I encourage all to support these principles.” 

We now have over 120 endorsers







Apex Banks and Bulk Funders Apex Bank coverage: 49,800,000       

Umesh Chandra Sarangi Chair Nabard India 48,500,000        

Dr. Prakash Bakshi Chief General Manager Nabard India

Amaresh Kumar Executive Director Nabard India

A. Ramanathan Chief General Manager, 

Microcredit Innovation Dept

Nabard India

R.M. Malla Chair Small Industries Development Bank of India (SIDBI) India 1,300,000          

Total world clients: 133,000,000     counted by Microcredit Summit

MFI/Apex coverage: 76,454,500       57%
MFI coverage: 26,654,500          20% of total clients in the world
Apex Bank coverage: 49,800,000          37% of total clients in the world











A long-overlooked need

“We have made major investments in improving the quality 
and clarity of information on microfinance institutions. But 
we have not yet invested as much as we should in making 
sure costs of financial services for poor clients are clear and 
fair.  MFTransparency’s initiative is a bold one that promises 
to fill an important gap.”

Elizabeth Littlefield, Director and CEO, CGAP




